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Question #:1

Which steps are necessary to activate the variable pay individual view? There are 3 correct answers to this
question.

Configure employee files

Add variable pay individual view to succession data model

Add variable pay individual view to variable plan template

Select display live profile view after form creation

Complete variable pay forms

Answer: A B D

Question #:2

Which fields are required in the Employee history data file? There are 3 correct answers to this question.

End Date

Bonus Target Percentage

Start Date

Salary

Basis

Answer: A C E

Question #:3

This feature allows administrator to restrict field visibility to certain roles. Please choose the correct answer.

Field restriction is not supported .

Field-Based permission

Field grouping

Read only function in Column Designer

Answer: B
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Question #:4

An employee appears on a variable pay form with greyed out data. Why does this occur? There are 2 correct
answers to this question.

PM forms for the employee are missing.

The status of the employee is "inactive".

The employee was excluded, according to the Manage Form eligibility rule.

The employee is missing in the Employee History data file.

Answer: C D

Question #:5

Which of the following are acceptable fields to be used in suppressing statements? There are 2 correct answers
to this question

Standard string fields only

Formula fields with Boolean result "YES" or "NO" value

Formula fields with Boolean result "TRUE" or "FALSE" value

Custom string fields only

Answer: C D

Question #:6

To create a bonus plan, which fields of the Bonus Plan file are required? There are 2 correct answers to this
question.

BONUSPLAN

ELIGIBILITY_RULE

BUSINESS_GOALS_NAME

BUSINESS_GOALS_ORDER

Answer: A B

Question #:7

Your customer wants to measure the profit based on corporate divisions. In which files do you specify this
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look up field? Please choose the correct answer.

User Data File (UDF) and bonus plan data file.

Employee history data file and Bonus plan data file

Employee history data file and business goals data file

User data file(UDF) and business goal data file

Answer: C

Question #:8

How can an employee's target bonus value get prorated based on the employee's hire date? Please choose the
correct answer.

Make sure the SALARY_PRORATING_START_DATE in the user data file(UDF) is the employee's
hire date

Calculate the percent of proration and put that percentage in the SALARY_PRORATING column on the
user data  file(UDF)

Put the employee's hire date in the startDate for the assignment in the employee history file

Set the includeSalaryProrating option to 'true' in the template XML and use date-based proration

Answer: D

Question #:9

You enabled the Decentralized Administration function. Which object must be manually modified to include
the

"Administrator_Group"?

Please choose the correct answer

Weights and mappings

Bonus Plan

Eligibility Rules

Goal Plan

Answer: B
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Question #:10

What information is entered in the varPayProgramName column of the employee history data file? Please
choose the correct answer.

The background element name

The variable pay objective plan id

The background type ID

The plan template name

Answer: A

Question #:11

Which feature allows employees to view their individual bonus results even if variable pay forms are still
in-progress? Please choose the correct answer.

Bonus forecast

Live profile visibility

Individual preview

Compensation profile

Answer: B

Question #:12

How does the variable pay form determine the default compensation number format? Please choose the correct
answer

Based on the format assigned to the field

Based on the planner's imported default locale

Based on the number format rules

Based on the employee's imported default locale

Answer: C

Question #:13

How can worksheets be created with employees reporting to different managers outside of the normal
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reporting relationship? Please choose the correct answer

Use the custom manager option for assigning employees in the data file and in the route map

Create a second manager hierarchy and have the template use that hierarchy instead of the reporting
hierarchy.

Assign the employees to matrix managers and use matrix managers in the route map

Create worksheets as done in compensation planning and move employees to other managers through
employee V LI membership

Answer: D

Question #:14

What are the required fields in the eligibility data file? There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Value

Plan ID

Eligibility Rule

Rule ID

Answer: A D

Question #:15

Which feature allows employees to view their individual bonus results even if variable pay forms are still
in-progress?

Live profile visibility

Individual preview

Bonus forecast

Compensation profile

Answer: A

Question #:16

Basis is referred to as

Please choose the correct answer.




